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By Nicole Meinheit
Staff editor
Whether Congress moves to impeach
President Clinton will most likely depend
on public opinion, a panel of Eastern pro-
fessors said Thursday.
The panel discussion, sponsored by the
history department, was titled “The
Presidency in Crisis” and included profes-
sors from the political science, journalism
and history departments.
“Inherently (the impeachment process)
is political in nature,” said David Powell,
assistant professor of political science.
“Decisions made by members of
Congress will be based on public opin-
ion.”
Midterm elections may also have an
impact on how Congress deals with the
impeachment process.
The Democratic Party had hoped to
gain 10 seats in the house and possibly
take control of the Senate, but recently the
democrats haven’t been doing as well.
Now the republicans hope to pick up the
10 seats and increase to 60 seats in the
Senate, Powell said.
“Sixty is an important number in the
Senate because you can stop a filibuster
with 60,” Powell said.
Throughout the process, Clinton’s
lawyers have not served him well, said
Andrew McNitt, professor of political sci-
ence.
“If he hired attorneys with less prestige
and more talent (he might not be in this
situation),” McNitt said.
The charges of impeachment hinge on
the legal definition of perjury. A lie is only
perjury if there is material evidence, said
Chris Waldrep, associate professor of his-
tory.
During the the Paula Jones case, the
judge ruled Monica Lewinsky irrelevant to
the case, so any testimony about Lewinsky
is not material testimony and cannot be
called perjury, McNitt said.
When Clinton was asked to appear
before a grand jury, he had not committed
perjury, McNitt said.
The overall opinion of the panel was,
despite the legality of the crime, Clinton
still committed the crime.
“I think we’ll all agree that it was stu-
pid. It was irresponsible, but he has done
his job,” said Annette Samuels, assistant
professor of journalism.
Clinton currently has the highest
approval rating of any president in the
20th century, but job approval and person-
al approval are two different things.
“I think you would pick that up if you
change the questions,” McNitt said.
There is a connection between private
character and public character, said Mark
White, assistant professor of history.
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Clinton’s future?
By Amy Thon
Campus editor
Additional parking spots were made available
Thursday for Eastern students and staff.
The 22 parking spots are being leased from
Credit Union 1, located west of campus on
Lincoln Avenue. The lease is valid through June
30 and is costing the university $1,500, said Jeff
Cooley, assistant vice president for business
affairs.
“It’s worked out for us,” Cooley said. “It’s an
opportunity for us, and for the cost I think it will
work out well.”
Cooley said the spaces at Credit Union 1 were
made available to the university and allowed addi-
tional parking without purchasing additional
property.
The cost of leas-
ing the space is
nominal and Cooley
said the choice was
practical.
“It was very rea-
sonable, a lot less
than building a new
lot,” Cooley said.
Additional stu-
dent spots are also
available in the
parking lot of the International House on Ninth
Street. The first two rows in this lot have been
changed from staff-only parking to staff/student
parking, Cooley said.
He said this change is only temporary while
the International House is being renovated.
“There was not a lot of utilization,” Cooley
said. “When we can make spots available we try to do
it.”
Two rows in the lot south of Buzzard Hall have
also been converted from staff-only to
student/staff parking. 
Overflow parking is available for 50 cars west
Eastern
adds 22
parking
spaces
Scholarship established in memory of Eastern student
By Lesley R. Chinn
Staff writer
The Sigma Kappa Sorority
reached its $10,000 goal this week
to help honor Andrea Will through
the establishment of a $500 non-
renewable scholarship.
The scholarship was established
by the sorority in memory of Miss
Will, a freshman marketing major
from Batavia who was found mur-
dered in her ex-boyfriend’s apart-
ment last year. Her friends say they
will always remember her for her
kindness and generosity toward oth-
ers.
“She always had a smile on her
face and was willing to give a help-
ing hand,” said Kelly Wieczorek,
president of Sigma Kappa.
The scholarship money will be
awarded annually to a new sorority
member and credited to the stu-
dent’s account next fall at Eastern.
Wieczorek said the scholarship fund
will go toward tuition and eliminate
some financial difficulties.
New members will be notified in
November about the scholarship
fund. 
The individuals must write an
essay showing they have met the
requirements in addition to showing
generosity toward members and
others.
“The length of the essay is not
necessary just as long as it meets the
requirements of the sorority and
reflects the qualities of the late
Andrea Will,” Wieczorek said.
Individuals must  also have a 3.0
grade point average, show leader-
ship qualities, participate in extra-
curricular activities and be an active
member of Sigma Kappa.
The essays must be completed
and turned in by Jan. 18, 1999.
Current members will then review
the essays by late January. They will
pick two members who meet the
requirements.
The individuals will be selected
by the committee of current mem-
bers in late January to fill out appli-
cations in February.  
“On the applications the individ-
uals must show why they deserve
the scholarship,” Wieczorek said.
The applications will be due
mid-March. They will then be sent
to the sorority’s chapter headquar-
ters in Indianapolis.
Katherine Thomas / Staff photographer
Mark White (left), assistant professor of history, and Christopher Waldrep, associate professor of history, were two of the five panelists asked
to discuss the presidency in crisis Thursday night in Lumpkin Hall.
When we can make
spots available we try
to do it.
Jeff Cooley,
assistant vice president for
business affairs
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What’s Cookin’Comeand 
See...
“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”
7th & Madison   1 block North of the Courthouse  345-7427
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
Friday: 4 o’clock club
$3.00 Domestic pitchers
$3.50 Amber Back Pitch
Saturday:
$1.00 Coors Lite
92 THE PARTY LIVE REMOTE
FREE PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
Disorderly conduct,
DUI citations given
n Jordan Schranz, 23, of
Peotone was cited at 6:03 a.m.
Sunday at the corner of
Division Street and Lincoln
Avenue for driving under the
influence of alcohol, driving
with and alcohol concentration
of .08 percent or more and dis-
obeying a traffic control signal,
a police report said.
n Michael J. Kallis, 19, of
Mattoon was cited at 3:03 a.m.
Saturday in the 2000 block of
Lincoln Avenue for obstructing
a peace officer and purchase or
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor, a police report said.
n Gary M. MacLead, 24, and
Jamie V. Vidito, 22, both of 945
Fourth St. were cited at 11:24
p.m. Sunday at their residence
for disorderly conduct.
MacLead was also cited for
obstructing a peace officer, a
police report said.
8 cited for disturbing
the peace
n Nenad Tapavceric, 21; Juan
Roldan, 22; Jose M. Samayoa,
21; all of 1125 Fourth St. were
cited at 11:33 p.m. Friday at
their residence for disturbing
the peace, a police report said.
n Shane K. Davies, 22, of 845
Fourth St. was cited at 11 p.m.
Monday at his residence for
disturbing the peace, a police
report said.
n Kevin S. Anderko, 21, of
1402 Ninth St. was cited at
2:55 a.m. Sunday at his resi-
dence for disturbing the peace,
a police report said.
n Nathan A. Schroll, 22, of
1070 Ninth St. was cited at
1:38 a.m. Sunday at his resi-
dence for disturbing the peace,
a police report said.
n Robert J. Boszko, 19, and
Eric A. Gutierrez, 20, both of
2219 Ninth St. were cited at
1:21 a.m. Friday at their resi-
dence for disturbing the peace,
a police report said.
blotter
policeBlood drive falls short
By Laura Irvine
Activities editor
The American Red Cross fell
short of it’s blood donation goal for
the fourth day in a row Thursday,
collecting 107 units of blood, 93
units short of its 200-unit goal.
The Red Cross has collected 442
units of blood since Monday.
Students are asked to donate
blood because there is an extra need
for it in the Gulf Coast region for
victims of Hurricane Georges.
“I feel positive that we can make
the goal at least for one day this
week,” said James Stenger, Red
Cross supervisor.
The campus blood drive is spon-
sored by Papa John’s Pizza, which
has been supplying free pizza for
students all week after they have
donated blood. The final day of the
blood drive is from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Friday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Students who want to donate
should go to the Ballroom to regis-
ter. Donors then receive a name tag
and fill out a sheet about their med-
ical history before they can donate.
After giving blood, donors can
spend a few minutes having some
juice or having a free slice of pizza
from Papa John’s.
Platelets are also being collected
at the drive. Anyone who wants to
donate platelets should contact
Bryan Miller at 581-6383 or Debra
Silcott at 345-2907 to make an
appointment.
In order to donate blood, donors
must weigh at least 110 pounds,
must not be on any antibiotics, must
not have gotten a tattoo within the
last 12 months or have any illnesses
like the flu or mononucleosis.
Students who have a body piercing
not professionally done are asked
not to donate.
In order to donate platelets,
donors must have given blood at
another time at least once.
The Red Cross is raffling off an
Eastern sweatshirt for the last day
of the drive, in addition to a T-shirt
raffle.  
Red Cross’
fourth day
goal not met
of Lot W by Lawson Hall. It is a
grass lot and will only be available
in good weather. Cooley said there
are no plans to make this a perma-
nent lot.
Parking
from Page 1
The foundation committee at
the chapter headquarters will
review applications in order to pick
the most qualified candidate. 
They will send results back to
Eastern’s Gamma Mu chapter of
the Sigma Kappa Sorority. The
individual will be notified by late
May or early June.
Scholarship
from Page 1
Investigators: deliberate broken
arms cause day-care center closing
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) - A
day-care center operating out of a
woman’s home was shut down after
three little children were found with
what investigators said were delib-
erately broken arms. 
The children - 11 months, 12
months and 13 months old - each
had both arms broken. 
Police said Thursday they would
charge the owner of the day-care
center, Beverly Bonds, 32, with
neglect and child abuse. She was not
immediately arrested. 
“These injuries are not acciden-
tal in nature,” police said
Wednesday in the court papers used
to close down the Bonding Babies
day-care center, which operated in a
working-class neighborhood out of
a cream-colored concrete-block
home with burglar bars on the front
door and windows. 
Bonding Babies cared for 10
youngsters, including Mrs. Bonds’
two children. The other children
were being checked for injuries, too. 
Day-care centers in Alachua
County are licensed and inspected
by the county Health Department.
Family day-care homes like
Bonding Babies are inspected twice
a year, and Bonding Babies was last
inspected in February, said Len
Arcidiacono of the Health
Department. 
“This place has been open since
‘93. We’ve never had a problem
with it, never had any complaints,
and then all of a sudden this hap-
pened,” he said. “The inspections
were all kind of mediocre.”
At Mrs. Bonds’ home Thursday,
a broken swing set and large oak
trees stood in the back yard, shrubs
dotted the neatly trimmed front
lawn, a satellite dish was on the roof
and a basketball net lay along the
driveway. 
A woman who answered the
door said she had no comment.
Sheriff’s Detective Carl Mader said
he was notified Saturday by Shands
Hospital that a year-old child suf-
fered two broken arms while at
Bonding Babies. 
Another youngster had been
treated for two broken arms the day
before, and a third child was at the
hospital Saturday night with one
arm in a cast and the other arm bro-
ken in more than one place, Mader
said. 
The three children, two boys and
a girl from different families whose
names were withheld, were recently
cared for at the day-care center,
investigators said. 
X-rays also showed evidence of
previous fractures in all three chil-
dren, The Gainesville Sun reported
Thursday. 
“When a number of different
children show up with similar
injuries, then we have to look at
what they have in common, and if
it’s a day-care center, I mean that
sends up every imaginable red flag,”
said Tom Barnes, spokesman for the
state Department of Children and
Families. 
Former presidents were often
caught in awkward situations.
“At one point during Kennedy’s
presidency he was separated from
the nuclear codes, which he was
supposed to keep with him at all
times in case of an emergency,
while having  a fling,” he said.
Presidents like Roosevelt and
Eisenhower had affairs, but there is
no connection between their pri-
vate characters and leadership
abilities, White said.
Clinton is not the first president
to have an affair or the first presi-
dent to lie to the the American
public, White said.
Johnson denied America’s
escalating involvement in the
Vietnam conflict in 1965 and
Kennedy denied having a malfunc-
tion of the adrenal gland, which
may not have allowed him to com-
plete his second term, White said.
President
from Page 1
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NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
and at the Coles County Health Department (825 18th Street)
Testing also provided at Eastern’s Health Service after hours 
on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce of Judy
MIDGARD COMICS
Presents
Fall Frenzy 98!
When: Tues. Oct. 6th
Thru Sat. Oct. 10th
Where: 102 W. Lincoln 
Charleston 348-8368
This sale will be offering ~
Back issues-25%-50% off                   
Hot Wheels- 25% off
TPB’s- 25% off                                   
other toys- 50% off
Star Wars Toys- 25% off                     
supplies- 25% off
anime videos- 25% off  
The Ultimate
Party Pleaser
4 Lg 1 Item Pizzas
$1999
try our delicious lasagna 
formerly known as Topper’s Pizza
+tax
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
1 14 inch
Large 5
ToppingPizza
$999
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599 +tax +tax+tax
348-54543 -5 5
In less than a month, half
of your customers will be
heading out of town for
more than three months.
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and catch them
while they’re still in town.
Do You Like it Hard ?
Come & Get OPH
Oct. 3rd at 9:00 in the Rathskeller
Duh - It’s a Band!
$1 w/ ID & $3 general admission
This high intensity St. Louis band has
opened for:   
Coal Chamber
Machine Head
V. O. D.
Soak
come see what it is like to get OPH!
Presented by UB Concerts
- W A R N I N G  -
CAR ACCIDENT VICTIMS
EVEN FENDER BENDERS CAN
CAUSE HIDDEN INJURIES
APPEARING LATER WITH PAIN
OR ARTHRITIS. CALL FOR YOUR
FREE REPORT.
1-800-799-1616 24-HOUR
RECORDED MESSAGE
Ma
c’sUPTOWNER
Tuesday:
Pool Tournaments
starts @ 7 pm
$1.25 Rolling Rock
Every Thursday...
Foosball Tournaments
begins @ 8 pm
$1.50 Rail Drinks
Students happy with dining service changes
Katherine Thomas / Staff photographer
Mary Schlereth (left), a sophomore English major, and Jennifer Hillery, a sophomore business major, eat lunch Thursday
afternoon in the Lawson Dining Hall. Lawson dinning is just one of the dining services that have implemented new
changes.
AB postpones meetings
until budget discussions
By Jake Pope
Staff writer
The Apportionment Board has
canceled two of its weekly meetings
so far this year, stalling discussion of
budgets and the University Board’s
$18,000 Carrot Top concert loss.
The Apportionment Board decid-
ed not to hold its normal weekly
meetings on both Thursday and on
Sept. 17.
“We’re not doing budget discus-
sions right now,” Student Vice
President for Financial Affairs Mike
Hansen said. “When budget discus-
sions start, then we’ll meet every
week.”
The AB held its first meeting of
the year Sept. 24. It was an introduc-
tory meeting in which bylaws were
discussed and members were intro-
duced.
A meeting will be held the
Thursday  following the Bill Cosby
concert. This meeting will be used to
discuss how the concert did finan-
cially and what it means for past
concert losses. 
The next AB meeting is sched-
uled for 6 p.m.Thursday in the
Martinsville Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Hansen said he does not yet
know what will be discussed at the
AB’s Oct. 8 meeting.
“When budget discussions start
and there’s more to talk about and
cover, then we’ll start to do weekly
meetings,” Hansen said. “They did
the same thing last year before bud-
get discussions.”
By Geneva White
Staff writer
Students seem to be welcoming
Monday’s changes in the Panther
Dining Service with open mouths
as well as open arms.
Dining Services recently
addressed student concerns voiced
at a Sept. 11 forum by adding more
variety for dinner in the residence
halls and arranging some of the
hours to better accommodate stu-
dents’ schedules.
“We’re happy that (dining ser-
vices) addressed our needs,” said
Dan Tanzera, a sophomore medical
technology major who lives in
Taylor Hall. “I’m glad that they
changed it, because it’s a lot better
than it has been.”
Joe Kravitz, a junior physical
education major, who also lives in
Taylor Hall said he is glad that he
no longer has to eat chicken for din-
ner every night.
“I think the variety is better,
that’s one thing,” he said. “I don’t
think everybody wants to eat chick-
en every day. It’s good that they
have the variety so everybody can
get something they can eat.”
Donna Lewandowski, a junior
elementary education major, lives
in Lincoln Hall and said she is
pleased with the choice of nightly
entrees in Stevenson Hall. 
“We like that (the menu)
changes now because you need a
little variety,” she said. “I hope it
continues because I like it a lot.”
Lewandowski also likes the
longer lunch hours at Stevenson.  
“I have class all afternoon, so it’s
great to come back and have lunch
even thought it’s late in the after-
noon,” she said.
Laura Mitchell, a junior math
major living in Stevenson Hall, said
she now looks forward to dining in
her residence hall dining center
every night.
“I love it. I just love it at
Stevenson,” she said. “I’m really
glad with the way (dining services)
did it.”
Another Stevenson resident,
Matt Ruhl, a junior business man-
agement major, said he also is
pleased with the changes.
“I appreciate the university mak-
ing an effort to keep the students
happy,” he said. “I like that during
dinner they have a variety at
Stevenson.”
Jon Ramsey, a sophomore social
science major lives in Ford Hall and
often dines at Taylor. While he said
he does like the variety, he did offer
one suggestion.
“I like the variety more because
they had chicken in here (Taylor)
every day,” he said. “They could
bring back the unlimited ice cream
bars.”
Chrisee Ryan, a freshman math
major, lives in Pemberton and said
that it appears the quality of food
has improved in her residence hall
since Monday.
“Pemberton’s food has gotten
better also,” she said.
Not everyone has been pleased
with the changes however.
“I liked the chicken better,” said
Tiffany Lewis, a freshman political
science major living in Taylor. 
“I didn’t even notice any
changes,” said Monica Strazzanto,
a freshman undecided major who
lives in Andrews.  “I think they
should change the nightly meals at
Thomas because I can’t eat pizza
every night.”
Jeff Tate, a freshman industrial
technology major living in Taylor
said, “They should improve the
pizza and they should get rid of the
potato bar.”
Jody Horn, director of Panther
Dining, said a majority of the feed-
back she has received since
Monday’s changes have been posi-
tive.
“Most of the students that I’ve
talked to have been positive and of
course that pleases us,” she said. “It
makes us really glad that we were
able to satisfy them and we’ll con-
tinue to try to do so.”
Horn said that she would like to
see students continue to make sug-
gestions concerning dining ser-
vices.
“We want to encourage input all
the time,” she said. “Just because
we got over this hurdle doesn’t
mean we don’t want to listen to
what they (students) say from now
on, because we do.”
Menu changes
leave students
happy with new
variety of food
I appreciate the university
making an effort to keep the
students happy. I like that
during dinner they have a
variety at Stevenson.
Matt Ruhl,
junior business major
“
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‘Flying monkey right’
may victimize you
Brett Koppen’s column Sept. 25
and the daily quote couldn’t possibly
speak more truth than they did.
However, I am going to try.
The mockery that has been made
of our presidency is beyond shame-
ful. Every president here on after will
raise his or her right hand not only to
be sworn in, but also to swear away
any rights to privacy and dignity.
It is a sad showing by the
Republicans in their shredding of this
man. They probed his life to find
something, and when they did they
looked to bastardize him in all ways
possible. Now that the Starr Report
has been released along with the tape,
Republicans are furious to find
Clinton’s approval rating staying
high. Their views of an immoral pres-
ident lead by the Christian Right just
aren’t shared by the public. 
Some will ask why he didn’t just
tell us the truth and save us the time
and money. I say it was nobody’s
business in the first place and he had
a right to defend what was his: his
privacy. 
It also bothers me that our
Congress has no problem in the
spending of over $40 million to per-
secute Clinton but votes down raising
minimum wage, further sticking it to
our less fortunate and our youth. 
Now it is the Republicans who are
dragging this out hoping to keep the
quilt over until the November elec-
tions. It should have never come to
this. 
And the very same people who
have pushed the details of intimate
encounters so far in the eyes of the
public that some have even quit
smoking in fear that they too could
have this happen to them. Think
about it. If it could happen to the
president, in theory it could happen
to you. But it won’t unless you’re the
target of the flying monkey right.
No perjury was committed. 
Richard Howell
junior political science major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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More diversity has been added toEastern with the addition of a newrecognized student organization.The new Campus for Choice
group, a pro-choice organization, completes the
arguments of both sides of the abortion issue.
“We need a pro-choice organization here at
EIU, where you can’t be attacked or ridiculed
because you’re pro-choice,” said Ana Leal, a co-
chair of Campus for Choice. “We don’t want to
offend anybody; we just want to be heard.”
Camus for Choice has every right to this state-
ment and people should be open to it.
The group is plan-
ning to hold panels with
some pro-life organiza-
tions and have govern-
ment officials come and
speak on the topic of
abortion.
This organization
will increase awareness,
educate and promote pro-choice laws, which are
the best ingredients to make an informed opinion.
The issue of diversity is widened with this
group’s new arrival. Just as it is necessary for peo-
ple of different races to join together, it is impor-
tant that both sides of an issue be represented as
well. This is, after all, what the college experience
is supposed to be all about.
Opinions can be held with support and educated
choices can be made. 
This is the fuel of debates about a topic in
which two sides can fully represent themselves
and argue both sides of the issue with equal sup-
port. 
Regardless of their stances on abortion, students
should be open to such a group as well as to other
groups that maintain a pro-choice stance. Abortion
is an issue we frequently hear about on the news.
This issue has created rallies and much controver-
sy across the world.
Keep yourself informed. This is a college cam-
pus and we are all mature individuals who should
be willing to tolerate and listen to both sides of
this issue.
Diversity,
education
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u c e b @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
The choice of a point of view is the initial act 
of a culture.
Jose Ortega y Gasset,
Spanish philosopher and writer, 1883-1955
Campus diversity
The new addition of Campus
for Choice is good for student
body diversity. With both sides
presented, the student body
has the opportunity to make
educated decisions and opin-
ions about abortion.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
I f you’re reading thissome place where there’sa bunch of people aroundyou, do me a favor. Look
around at what everyone’s
wearing. Is there one person
dressed head-to-toe in one
brand name of clothing? Is
there someone who has
Abercrombie “tattooed” to
every part of his or her cloth-
ing? Can you spot the signature
red and white striped Tommy
Hilfiger logo all over someone’s body? Does someone
have Aeropostale written across the front of his or her T-
shirt, like some kind of corporate-clad superman of the
fashion world?
Or, maybe you just need to look at your own clothes to
find this person....
Everyone has known, or at the very least come across,
someone he or she would swear walked straight out of a cat-
alog for one of those trendy clothing stores. Seemingly every
piece of clothing these people wear comes from that one
store. And religiously, they buy everything, from hats to
socks to cologne to underwear. It’s all from that store no
matter how much it costs.
I’m sure it’s no faux pas on their part either. These cloth-
ing homogenites purposefully go out of their way to honor
their favorite clothing maker. For some reason, they feel they
need to display their clothing maker with pride ... like it’s an
integral part of their existence.
Are we, as a generation, so strapped for something to
believe in that we need to turn to corporate America to give
us our identity? 
Tommy Hilfiger’s signature to the end of every commer-
cial is “Don’t imitate, innovate.” Have the ads brainwashed
to a point where we sincerely believe that buying strictly
Tommy clothes, or any clothing line for that matter, will
somehow make us magically unique?
I sincerely hope not. 
Let me tell you a well-known
secret – corporate America is not
an institution we should deify or
identify with. The day we start
honoring an institution that
believes in money and only
money is the day capitalism has
gone too far.
But, for many college stu-
dents, the manufacturers already
have them in the palm of their
hands. It has gotten so bad that
people have practically turned
into free advertising for clothes manufacturers.
For example: Many of these trendy clothing manufactur-
ers make certain pieces of apparel with their logo stamped all
over it. In turn, certain people pay top dollar to happily dis-
play the corporate logo in public. So, in essence, these peo-
ple are paying companies to be walking billboards for their
trendy clothing line. The consumer gets an identity through a
shirt that cost $3 to produce, while the manufacturer nets $80
per shirt as well as some free advertising.
Personally, if I were going to be a human advertisement, I
would at least hope the company would pay ME.
I’ll be the first one to admit these clothes look nice. Even
I own some of these “top of the line” mall fashions. But it’s
one thing to like the clothes because they are nice – it’s
another thing to believe you are living your life through a
Tommy Hilfiger commercial.
If you’re looking to express an identity through clothing,
things like the college you attend, the fraternity or sorority
you are a part of, the band you respect or the ideals you
believe in are a good place to start. Hopefully we can, as a
generation, find something to believe in that doesn’t have a
ticker symbol on the New York Stock Exchange.
Trendy apparel,American identity
“Are we so
strapped for
something 
to believe in 
that we need to 
turn to corporate 
America to give 
us our identity?”
Joe Zukowski 
Online editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Joe Zukowski  is a sophomore computer science major and a
biweekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is cujjz1@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.
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Saturday- Prime Rib, Vegetable, Choice of
Potato $11.95 Baked Grouper w/ wild rice
& vegetable $10.95
Friday- Too Much Walleye Dinner w/ fries 
& slaw $5.95
Friday-
Motherlode
6:00-9:00 no cover
Heineken & Amstel lite $2
A Bucket of Rolling Rock (4 for $6)
Saturday-
BIG guy- 16oz. Miller lite $2.00
little GUY- 7oz. for $.25
TRUCK GIVEAWAY 8:00
Southside Cafe
(South side of square)
open 5am - 2pm Mon-Fri
5am - 1pm Sat
Daily Lunch & Breakfast Specials
...starting at $2 .70
Serving breakfast anytime
Tan Lines
3 Tans for $10
30 Days Unlimited $50
•Closest to E.I.U. • Face Tanners on every bed • Radios in every room •
New Air conditioner! • New Turbo bed fans • New Bulbs! • New Power
Bed 8/98! • Charleston’s largest tanning facility!
345-5666
405 Lincoln Ave.
Summer credit load changes
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday unanimously
approved a proposal to change the
summer intersession credit hour
limit to six instead of five and a
maximum of 12 hours for the
eight-week session.
The “basic guiding principle” of
the proposal is to make the summer
term like any other semester, said
Ron Wohlstein, CAA member and
chair of the academic load subcom-
mittee.
A student may enroll for a max-
imum of six hours during the inter-
session and a maximum of 12
hours during the eight-week sum-
mer session. There are no over-
loaded schedules.
An undergraduate student on
academic warning or academic
probation may not enroll for more
than 12 hours during the eight-
week summer session and the two
concurrent four-week sessions.
The student may not enroll for
more than three semester hours
during either four-week session.
“I like the clarity of the explana-
tion,” said CAA member Frank
McCormick. “The policy serves
students well.”
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
the committee did a good job of
“closing up the loopholes.”
The council also withdrew a
policy statement that would charge
students to take remedial courses.
The draft states “The School of
Adult and Continuing Education
will offer non-credit courses for
those students who require remedi-
al work on a cost recovery basis.”
The policy change was derived
from a request to study the current
policy from former provost Terry
Weidner. The proposal was drafted
in the Office of Academic Affairs
and sent to the Dean’s Council for
review, said Teshome Abebe, vice
president for academic affairs.
The university does not fund
remedial courses with appropriated
dollars but for those students who
need remediation, appropriate
means will be made available by
the university as an extra-cost ser-
vice not covered by tuition or fees,
the draft stated.
Abebe said the Illinois Board of
Higher Education has a policy stat-
ing appropriated money is not to be
used for remedial courses.
“I need to try and compile more
data for the CAA before the policy
change,” Abebe said. 
Abebe said he is waiting for
information on three issues: the
number of students affected, what
kinds of students will be affected
and what the cost will be.
“The statement came forefront
without a thorough exam of the
consequences,” Abebe said.
“Considering I can’t compile all of
this information yet, perhaps (the
policy change) was premature.”
The draft also states a pilot pro-
gram would be initiated in the fall
of 1999, but Abebe said there is no
pilot program.
CAA member Justin
Brinkmeyer said he thinks the pol-
icy would have a negative effect on
minority students.
“(The university) will be charg-
ing more out of their pocket,” he
said. “This could turn some people
off.”
Abebe said minorities do not
make up the entire remedial pro-
gram and all kinds of students
come in lacking skills in certain
subjects.
Harvest festival ‘frolics’
reflect 19th century 
By Nicole Meinheit
city editor
Ever wonder what the bumps on
your head mean?
This weekend could be your
chance to find out. Phenias
Phairhead, world renowned phre-
nologist will be telling fortunes
based on the bumps on your head at
the annual Harvest Frolic and
Trades Fair Saturday and Sunday at
Lincoln Log Cabin Historic site.
From noon to 5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday, 19th century craftsmen
will take over the area south of the
parking lot and harvest activities
will be conducted at the Lincoln and
Sargent farms.
In its 16th year, the harvest festi-
val is growing to include more than
harvest activities on the Lincoln
farm.
“In years past we’ve gone with
the Harvest Frolic activities that
were centered to the Lincoln farm
and they are substance farmers and
they don’t really (do a lot of the fes-
tival activities),” said Susan Gordy,
director of interpretation for the
Lincoln Log Cabin Historic Site.
Substance farmers like the
Lincolns, may have a pie eating
contest, but most of their activities
would be geared toward getting
ready for the winter, Gordy said.
The Sargents, an upper class
family, would participate in more
festivities like the agricultural fair,
which will be held at the Sargent
farm this weekend, Gordy said.
The agricultural fair will show-
case “domestic manufactures,” or
crafts people that create goods for
the home, like quilts, and will even
extend to gardening, Gordy said.
Coles County hosts the oldest
agricultural fair in Illinois, and the
1840 agricultural fair is like an early
version of the Coles County agricul-
tural fair.
In addition to the agricultural
fair, visitors can see how the fami-
lies cooked on hearths, food drying
and preservation, quilting, period
music, storytelling, wool dying,
brick making, and hands-on activi-
ties like wheat threshing, flax pro-
cessing, soap carving and quilt
block sewing.
Nineteenth-century craftsmen
will show off their wares, including
a tin smith, wood turner, treenware
maker, walking stick maker, lace
maker, blacksmith, cooper (barrel
maker), Scherenschnitte (paper cut-
ter), broom maker, a leather work-
er/saddle restorer, rope maker, tai-
lor, cheese maker and candle maker.
The festival also will feature live
entertainment. The Blue Monkey
Side Show, a typical 19th Century
side show troupe will demonstrate
“special physical talents,” like walk-
ing on broken glass, juggling fire,
sword swallowing, slack rope walk-
ing, the bed of nails and even a 15
minute performance from
Shakespeare’s “Macbeth.”
The Blue Monkey Side show
will perform at 1 p.m and 4 p.m. on
Saturday.
Organizers for the event are
expecting attendance to be higher
than usual – between 8,000 and
10,000 people during the weekend. 
“Last year we were well on our
way to 10,000, but it started raining
Sunday and that was the end of it,”
Gordy said.
The festival will continue if it
does rain, but people will be moved
inside as much as possible, Gordy
said.
Admission to the ground is free
and parking is $5 to help pay for the
event.
RHA selects 10 GLACURH delegates
By Brandi Champagne
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association
Thursday announced the selection
of 10 more delegates for the Great
Lakes Association of College
Universities Residence Halls con-
ference at the University of
Michigan and discussed possible
activities for Oktoberfest.
The theme of the meeting was
“pajama night.” Several members
wore their sleeping apparel and the
winner of the pajama contest
received a flannel blanket.  
RHA is sending 14 people to
represent Eastern at the
GLACURH conference. The group
of RHA representatives includes 10
student delegates and four  non-
RHA members. 
RHA is also still accepting
applications for the Judiciary Board
and the Judiciary Campus Housing
Board.  
The Fun Stuff committee also
suggested possible activities for
Oktoberfest. Some activities dis-
cussed included a pie in the face
booth, carnival games and a pump-
kin bowling contest. RHA will hear
more suggestions for events at its
next meeting.
Look for RHA to be selling soda
Oct. 17 on the North and South
Quads during Eastern’s
Homecoming, which begins Oct.
16.
Six-hour credit
limit for summer
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By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
After one week off from competition, the
Eastern cross country teams face their biggest
test of the regular season.
Although the Lakeside Invitational this
weekend at Loyola University may not be the
toughest competition  Eastern will face, it
should be the biggest meet. With 36 men’s
teams and 39 women’s teams, Eastern will have
to run continuously with a pack.
Not all of the teams that the Panthers will see
are of top caliber, but coach John McInerney
says they could be a factor in the race.
“This race presents us with a unique prob-
lem (the amount of teams), we need to be able
to get out quickly,” he said. “We can’t get stuck
behind the slower teams.
“This is not the type of race in which you can
move from 150th to 20th.”
One team Eastern will have its eyes on is
Eastern Kentucky. The Colonels are considered
the top team in the Ohio Valley Conference,
according to McInerney.
“They are a more veteran team on both
sides,” he said. “It will be good to see them and
where they stack up.”
Other teams that should be at the front are
Western Michigan and the host Ramblers. Also
competing are larger schools such as Louisville,
Bowling Green and Kent State. The Panthers
will also compete against some teams they have
seen earlier in the season – Chicago State,
Northern Illinois and Bradley.
McInerney expects his teams to be toward
the front, and to finish in the top five. The teams
are looking to improve upon their finishes last
season. 
The men’s team finished an impressive fifth,
while the Lady Panthers finished 11th.
McInerney said the extra time off helped the
team work on some things that will help in this
race. 
It also gave some members of the team some
extra time to recuperate.
“The time helped the healthy people get
some extra work in, and helped the banged-up
people get better,” McInerney said. With the
added time, all of the members are healthy and
expected to travel.
McInerney said the team is excited to com-
pete in the Chicagoland area, where a lot of the
members are from.
“There is usually good fan support since the
kids are so close to home,” he said.
There has been a change in time for
Saturday’s race. 
The original 11 a.m. start time has been
moved to 2 p.m.
Strong competition awaits cross country
Leading the charge for the Eagles is outside hitter Lauren
Mackey. The senior boasts the OVC’s highest kills-per-game
average with 5.37. She is also among the conference’s best in
hitting percentage and digs.
Eastern will have the unenviable task of trying to contain the
Eagle’s senior standout this weekend.
“When you have a team that depends on one person, you
are not going to shut her down so we have to try and stop the
rest of the team,” Panther head coach Betty Ralston said. “She
will get some of hers, but we have to work on shutting down
other people.”
The Panthers will not have much time to rest before they
face EKU on Saturday afternoon. 
The Colonels are struggling somewhat, posting a 1-10 over-
all record and 1-5 conference record.
“Eastern Kentucky is struggling and because they are strug-
gling they come in with nothing to lose,” Ralston said. “We
can’t overlook them because they could come in here and be
enthusiastic and fired up. We are putting more emphasis on
Morehead because they are the team that we see first and are
the stronger of the two.”
This is the second time Eastern has seen these two teams
this season. Eastern won the first meeting against both teams on
the road. The Panthers defeated Morehead in four games and
needed only three games to beat EKU.
Home
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while Scott has three quarterback sacks to
lead the team. Left end Ryan Pace has both a
sack and fumble recovery to go along with
his 14 tackles.
It’s plays like the sacks and fumble recov-
eries that has helped the defensive line – not
to mention not getting rattled after a big play
from the opposing offense.
“This defense’s strong point is we can
shake off big plays,” Scott said. “We just
have the confidence that if they make a big
play, we can keep them out of the end zone.
“It’s better to settle for a field goal
because we feel as the game goes on, we’ll
wear down their offense.”
That’s something that was evident in last
week’s 13-6 win over Tennessee Tech – Scott
recovered a key fumble forced by safety
Antwan Perry – which ended a possible Tech
scoring drive where the Golden Eagles began
to move the ball well.
“This year, we have confidence and don’t
get down on each other,” Scott said. “We just
forget about (big plays) and move onto the
next play.”
Surprisingly, much of the attitude came
about after the 48-0 rout by Central Florida in
the second week of the season.
“(The Central Florida game) didn’t put us
down because we were able to bounce back
against another I-A team (Northern Illinois),”
Lee said. “We can face adversity and still
keep our heads up. That’s going to help us a
lot because we’re going to have to face a lot
more adversity.”
However, the ability to overcome adversi-
ty is not the only thing the defensive line is
taking from that game.
“When we go against other teams, we can
use a lot of what we learned in the Central
Florida game to our advantage,” Scott said.
For example, now the line knows a little
better how to defend against a scrambling
quarterback such as Daunte Culpepper.
Last week, the Panther line and the rest of
the defense stole the show in a game where
the focus was on Tech’s conference-leading
defense. Now the question is if it can do the
same against Southeast Missouri, whose
defense is ranked No. 17 in I-AA.
Lee doesn’t think it will be much of a
problem.
“We heard that last week, that Tech had
the No. 1 defense in the conference and we
proved to everyone that we can play with the
best, and maybe even better,” Lee said.
Defense
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been practicing in full pads and feels
ready to go Saturday. 
Eastern was not threatened by the
Indian defense last year in Cape
Girardeau as the Panthers came out
with a 32-7 win. The win  made Spoo
a perfect 3-0 against the Indians,
while Southeast head coach John
Mumford is 0-3 against the Panthers.
One area Spoo would like to see
improvement is on the kickoff return
team. During practice Eastern would
use two coaches to watch the kick
return game, but to try to improve the
kickoff return team, every coach will
be watching them rather than a select
few.
n In addition to being Hall of
Fame day, Saturday is also Pork day.
Porkburgers, chips and a soft drink
will be sold for $2.50 beginning at
11:30 a.m. in the tailgating area in the
south end of the parking lot. Also,
carnival-style games will be free for
all ages behind the stadium. 
Test
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Sigma Chi is proud to announce the winners of
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All  Proceeds  From Derby Days  are  Donated to  Chi ldren’s  Mirac le  Network
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By David Pump
Associate sports editor
It’s time to hit the road again for
the men’s soccer team as it travels
to Western Illinois on Sunday for an
important in-state match.
“We are 8-0-1 on the season and
1-0-1 against teams in-state,” coach
Tim McClements said.  “We get 80
percent of the guys from in-state, so
it is important to win those games.”
On paper, Western is 2-7 head-
ing into Thursday’s action, and
have been outscored 18-11, but all
of the statistics are unimportant,
McCle-ments said.
“You can take everything and
throw it out the window,”
McClements said.  “The older play-
ers understand the rivalry, and the
younger players have been getting
experience.”
Eastern also has the unfortunate
honor of playing in Macomb during
homecoming weekend, a position
McClements said the team needs to
be ready for.
“We are going to need a total
team effort to beat them there at
homecoming,” McClements said. 
Questions still remained unan-
swered about the team’s health fol-
lowing the Panther’s 2-1 victory
over Belmont University on
Wednesday.
“We still have some question
marks in our line-up,” McClements
said.  “Some guys, Jeff Nix and
Tom Dillon, are still not 100 per-
cent.”
But there are replacements
ready if the two can’t go.
“Scottie Anderson can play
sweeper for us (on Wednesday) and
Ben Cox can play in the middle or
on the end,” McClements said.
“We feel pretty good about that, but
we have to perform, especially
under the circumstances.”
The days leading up to the game
will be important in determining
who will play when game time rolls
around.
“These few days of training will
tell,” McClements said.  “We are
definitely looking past this game
and to the Missouri Valley.”
The Leathernecks are led offen-
sively by midfielder Matt Hawkins
(four goals), forward Robert
Berkley (two goals) and goalkeeper
Jordan Martone has played all of
the minutes in net for Western.  
Western has been consistent at
scoring goals, netting five in the
first half and five in the second half
to go with one overtime winner.
Conversely, the Leathernecks also
gave up one in the extra session, six
in the first half and a huge 11 in the
second half, but that doesn’t give
McClements any reason to believe
the Panther’s should be guaranteed
the win.
“It’s the Eastern, Western rivalry
and we need to prepare for that,”
McClements said.
Records aren’t everything
Team not taking
2-7 Leathernecks
as easy victory
You can take everything and
throw it out the window.
The older players under-
stand the rivalry, and the
younger players have been
getting experience.
Tim McClements,
men’s soccer coach
“
”
at Lakeside Field.  The Redbirds
currently are 1-0 in the MVC and
will be looking to make it 2-0
with a win on Sunday.
The Redbirds will be led by
sophomore Lindsay Freed.  Last
season she had three assists while
the Redbirds went 4-14-1. Freed
has helped the Redbirds turn
around this year and currently has
four goals and an assist.
Assisting Freed will be junior
Jenny Williams and freshman
Kelly Mahan.  
Williams had two goals last
year and has matched that statistic
and added an assist this year.
Williams also has two goals and
an assist on the year.
Defensively, the Redbirds will
be anchored by sophomore Becky
Feldman.  
Last season she had a 2.31
GAA and recorded nine shutouts
while posting 150 saves.  
She currently has a 1.08 GAA
and three shutouts while posting
45 saves.
Open
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wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
CHINA 88            W e
Crab Leg Special
with Buffet
All you can eat for $5.89
extra
or 1/2Lb. for $1.50 extra
Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes
softdrink
Dinner Buffet 4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
10% off Buffet w/ Student ID
Carry Out Buffet Available
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2)
Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll $ choice of BBQ Pork, or
Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm                              Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
Tanning Special
6 Weeks Unlimited $40.00
Trim, Tone, and Tan
Northwest Business Park
348-5206
$100
$225
$125 $150
75¢
WEEKEND
shot 
specials
Captain
morgan mixers
Long Island Iced TEas
Bud light & 
Budweiser
Bottles
Miller
lite
drafts
E
I
U
Last Day For
Free Music
Free Food
Free Beer
SCORE AT
Italian Beef w/ Fries 399
4 o’clock Club 350 Pitcher
$1 Char-broiled Burgers
PRE-TAILGATE BEER BREAKFAST
350 Pitcher 150 16oz Lite - 49¢
Biscuits & gravy
Build your own Bloody Mary
EIU’
s
Saturd
ay
SEMO
Friends
&Co
SATURDAY 10/3
FREE BLUES & ROCK
SHOW from
Champaign - the
DELTA KINGS
show starts at 10:00
Kitchen Hours
Mon -Thurs 7pm - 11pm
Fri & Sat 5pm - 11pm
509 Van Buren   345-2380
Ted's'at
Ted's'at
FRIDAY NIGHT
SATURDAY NIGHT
BY POPULAR DEMAND
VIBE TRIBE
JAMNATION
COME EARLY 
STAY LATE
MUST SEE SHOW
UB Comedy Presents 
Comedian
Robert Kelly
Friday, Oct. 2, 9PM
Rathskellar
$1 Student $3 General
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By Matt Wilson
Sports editor
For the second weekend in a
row, the Panther offensive line is
going to have to step up as the
Southeast defense, which is ranked
17th in the nation, will take on
Eastern at 1:30 p.m., Saturday at
O’Brien Stadium.
But Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said there are a couple of dif-
ferences between the Indian
defense and the one Eastern faced
last weekend, Tennessee Tech’s.
“SEMO seems to be bigger and
stouter,” Spoo said. “Their baseline
defense is a little big with different
moving out there. I don’t think they
play as much of a stunt as Tech,
who would move and have an
active defensive line.”
Since the Southeast  (2-2, 1-1)
defensive line does not move that
much, Spoo said the key for the
offensive line will be to get the
Indian defense out of position. He
said he has confidence the offensive
line can do this.
“Unless they collapse or just
stand there,” Spoo said. “As long as
they play hard.”
Another important key for the
Panthers (3-1, 1-0) will be for the
quarterback not to hurry any passes
and get the ball intercepted, which
is exactly what Panther junior
starter Anthony Buich did twice last
weekend against Tennessee Tech.
“A quarterback can’t force the
ball and it appears that is exactly
what Anthony is doing,” Spoo said.
“If you freeze the picture at the
point of the interception there are
one or two guys wide open that the
ball should have gone to.”
As for the back-up quarterback,
junior Jeb Odam, Spoo said he has
been practicing in full pads and
Getting defensive
Line overcomes early criticisms
SEMO defense
invades Eastern
See TEST Page 6A
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer
Following its first loss in eight
matches, the Panther Volleyball
team had a few days to regroup
and prepare for a big weekend of
Ohio Valley Conference action.
The Panthers will play host to
Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky.
First up will be Morehead, with
the match set to begin at 7 p.m.
Friday.
At noon on Saturday, Eastern
will take on a struggling Eastern
Kentucky team. The Panthers saw
their eight-match win streak come
to an end at the hands of Illinois-
Chicago earlier in the week, but
they still have some streaks intact.
Eastern has won five straight
OVC matches and remains unde-
feated at home. 
This weekend the Panthers will
try to extend both streaks and
maybe start a new overall win
streak.
Standing in Eastern’s way will
be Morehead. 
The Eagles are 4-8 overall, 3-3
in the OVC and have been an
inconsistent  team all year. They
show flashes of greatness at times,
but at others they struggle. 
“We have kind of been up and
down all year,” Eagle head coach
Mike Swan said. “We are playing
erratic.
Some games we come out and
play really flat and make a lot of
unforced errors and at other times
we play at a high level.
“We are hoping to have a good
trip because we play much better
against better teams. We are trying
to figure out how to keep a high
level of consistency.”
Colonels, Eagles await Panther volleyball squad
By Chad Verbais
Staff Writer
Women’s soccer will hit the road
this weekend to begin Missouri
Valley Conference action.  They
play at Valparaiso this afternoon,
then at Illinois State on Sunday.
Valparaiso will bring a record of
2-7 into today’s MVC match, while
Illinois State rests at 6-3-1.  The
Panthers are 5-4.
Valpo is in its third year of play in
the MVC and is trying to turn its
program around after finishing 1-19-
1 last season.
The Crusaders will be anchored
by junior goalkeeper Amy
Cavanaugh.  
Last season she recorded a
school-record 224 saves, which led
the MVC, while having a 2.99
GAA.  She was a MVC all-freshman
team selection in 1996 and currently
leads the MVC with 111 saves.
Valpo will be led offensively by
junior Beth Muskovich. Last season
she led the team in shots on goal
with 23 and scored 10 points on
three goals and four assists. 
She has two assists this season.
Helping Muskovich will be
freshmen Jennifer Grupe and Lisa
Springs, and sophomore Erin
Crowgey.   Grupe has two goals and
an assist this year while Springs
leads the team with four goals.
Crowgey plays the sweeper position
and, according to Valpo head coach
Stephen Anthony, is all over the field
continuously making key plays.
“We got a break with a victory
against Loyola, and matched up well
against Western,” Anthony said.
“We are not going to do anything
special to prepare to play Eastern,
just work on our game and our
strengths and hopefully play well.
We feel we can match up against
them much better this year.”
Illinois State comes into this
match looking for revenge after los-
ing to Eastern 1-0 last year
Lady Booters open Missouri Valley schedule on road
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Panther senior defender Diane Markus (9) and junior midfielder Ellen Wallace
fight for the ball against an Illinois player. Eastern opens up Missouri Valley
action against Valparaiso and Illinois State this weekend.
Eastern returns
home for two
Eastern travels
to Valparaiso,
Illinois State
See HOME Page 6A
TEAM                                 Conf.     Overall
Creighton 
Evansville
Illinois State
Eastern Illinois
Valparaiso
Southwest Missouri
Arkansas Little Rock
2-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-3
7-2
7-2-2
6-4
5-4
2-8
1-7
1-8
1998 MVC STANDINGS
WOMEN’S SOCCER
See OPEN Page 7A
Merda’s pick: EIU 7, SEMO 3
Analysis: The Eastern offense has
yet to explode this season and expect
that trend to continue one more week
against one of the best defenses in the
nation. SEMO back Corey Williams is
questionable and if he doesn’t play,
holding the Indians to three points
should be a fairly easy task for the 
up-and-coming Eastern defense.
Justin Lynch breaks it open with a 
50-yard plus run. Don’t be surprised if
Eastern’s Chad Larner continues his
hot streak with a field goal to make the
score 10-7.
Wilson’s pick: EIU 21, SEMO 10
Analysis: The Panther offensive
woes will end this weekend when it
explodes for 21 points against
Southeast Missouri.The key to the vic-
tory will be the kickoff return game.
With the coaches paying full attention
to it this week in practice, all the prob-
lems should end this game. And if the
SEMO defense does get to Panther
starting quarterback Anthony Buich,
back up Jeb Odam has practiced in full
pads this week and should be ready to
go this week. Minus Corey Williams,
the Indian offense will be nonexistant.
By Chad Merda
Managing editor
Just as earlier in the season,
the defensive line’s biggest
enemy is itself.
This time, it has to guard
against overconfidence; not
injury, lack of size and some inex-
perience.
“As we get better, (defensive
coordinator) Bob Krieger gives us
praise for good play and effort but
he never wants us to get a big
head or overconfident,” senior
lineman Reggie Scott said. “Once
you get overconfident, that’s
where it’s your downfall.”
But the opposing offenses
have been hard-pressed to find
any weaknesses in the Panther
defense, thanks in part to the play
of the defensive linemen. The
Panther defense is ranked No. 2
in both rushing defense and scor-
ing defense, something that few
would have thought at the begin-
ning of the season.
“We are more confident in our
abilities and we have grown
together as a unit,” lineman Andy
Lee said. “I don’t think we ever
doubted ourselves; we just had to
make a point to everyone that
we’re a good defensive unit.”
Right end Mike Carlin is fifth
on the team in tackles with 21
See DEFENSE Page 6A
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
From left to right: Gonzalo Segovia, Mike Carlin, Andy Lee and Reggie Scott have played a big part of the Panther
defensive success this season. They look to continue their success against Southeast Missouri Saturday.
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She’s on
her way...
Throw out your cowboy
boots and hats – this country
girl is on her way to the pop
music business.
Country music starlet Shania
Twain is crossing over from
solely country to a mix of pop
and adult contemporary tunes.
She is showcasing her new-
found music style in what is so
far an extremely popular first
world tour.
Twain, along with fellow
Canadian group, Leahy, is bring-
ing her talent to the University
of Illinois Assembly Hall stage at
8 p.m. Oct. 25.
After devoting the beginning
portion of her career to pro-
moting her music, the vibrant
country mega-star finally made
a decision to dive into her first
world tour.And who could
think of a more opportune
moment? The tour decision
comes at a time when Twain is
not only topping the country
charts, but the adult contempo-
rary and pop charts as well.
Spending 44 consecutive
weeks on the charts,Twain’s lat-
est album release,“Come On
Over,” has peaked at No. 1 on
the Billboard Top Country
Albums and No. 2 on the
Billboard Top 200.
The hit single,“You’re Still
the One,” made its way to a
No. 1 spot on the country
charts and made its entrance
onto the Billboard Pop chart.
The summer smash held the
honor of No.1 single and still
holds a place on the Billboard
Pop charts after 32 weeks. Not
to mention a No. 2 spot on the
Top 100 Adult Contemporary
chart and another single,“From
This Moment On,” which is
climbing country and adult con-
temporary charts yet again.
“She’s a really popular act
right now,” said Gary O’Brien,
assistant director of the
Assembly Hall. “There’s a high
demand for tickets.” 
The success of Twain’s latest
album is definitely no surprise.
Judging on context and compo-
sition alone, the album can,
without a doubt, stand on its
own two feet. Every song
recorded for this project was
written by Twain with her hus-
band and rock producer, John
“Mutt” Lange. Each track has a
distinctly vivacious lyrical flare.
See Shania page 3b
by nikki toothman
Associate Verge editor
Photos courtesy of websites:
http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Field/8909/
Shania.html
http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Field/8909/
women.html
http://www.mercurynashville.com/mercury_nash
ville/artists/new_shania
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NIKKI TOOTHMAN
The personal perspectives of Matt Fear:
How I see it ...
on the silver screen.
Movies. I love them. I think it would be safe to
say I am almost obsessed with them. It is like an
addiction – only instead of shooting up heroin, I
eat five times my own weight in Milk Duds and
Juju Beads. The urge to see a good movie is
sometimes so bad that I will drive 45 minutes to
Champaign just to see a flick. I know it is a prob-
lem, and I am currently searching for a support
group for help. (Hey, at least I’m not in denial!)
I know quite a few crappy movies have been
made in the last five or 10 years. That is why I
am here to help you decide which movies you
should see and what ones you should avoid. For
your sake, I hope you follow the words of wis-
dom I am about to bestow. 
n Choosing a movie is the very first step. You
need to find a title that both intrigues and entices
you. Here are a few guidelines to watch for when
browsing the movie titles:
Always avoid movies with these words or com-
bination of words in them:
– “Free” and “Willie”
– “Herpes”
– “Air”  and “Bud”
– “Ishtar”
n When looking for a good movie title, go for the
one-word tit les l ike “Scream,” “Fear,”
“Candyman” or “Caddyschack.” You can’t go
wrong with one-word titles. Of course, there are
exceptions to every rule, so be careful.
When you see a title that interests you, make
sure to check to see who is staring in the film. If
the film stars Sally Struthers or anyone in the
Carrot Top movie, you might want to skip it. The
movie title may be cool and the script could be
awesome, but if the actors suck, the movie will
strangely resemble the Hindenburg.
Now that you have found a movie you are
interested in, there is a little thing we need to
discuss called “movie courtesy.” There is noth-
ing I hate more than annoying people at a movie
theater. I probably should have talked about that
a couple of columns ago, but oh well; my timing
is just a little off.
If you are sitting on the seat farthest away
from the aisle and you need to go to the bath-
room in the middle of the movie ... hold it! I hate
when people do the whole “excuse me, pardon
me” thing in the middle of a good flick. If you
have a weak bladder, either sit next to the aisle or
rent the flick when it comes out on video.
I know some people like to see a movie more
than once – don’t get me wrong; there’s nothing
wrong with that. I just can’t stand the people
who go to a movie for the second time and con-
sider it their job to tell everyone in the known
world where the guy with the ax is. If I had my
way, people like this would quickly go the way of
the Dodo Bird. 
Now that I have hit briefly on the two most
important aspects of movie theater ettiquette, I
feel the need to let you all in on my top five
favorite movies. I am doing this so all of you
know what movies are worth seeing  – at least,
the movies worth seeing in my eyes. Who
knows; I could be wrong, but I don’t think I am.
Top 5 Favorite Movies:
1) “There’s Something About Mary”: This
movie had me rolling on the floor. It couldn’t be
helped. I love sick, disgusting, tacky humor. This
is not a movie that you would want to take your
parents to see, however, unless they were at
Woodstock (after that, I doubt anything can
phase them).
2) “Saving Private Ryan”: I know this is not a
happy feel-good movie, but it is one of the great-
est war movies of our time. If you have a queasy
stomach, this is not the movie for you. On the
other hand, if you have calmly sat through such
lovely films as “Texas Chainsaw Massare,” you
might even want to bring a sack lunch.
3) “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas”: If you
ever wanted to do acid but were afraid of the
long-term effects, see this movie. It is a two-
hour trip that you can wake up from the next
morning. I know this movie is no longer out in
theaters, but when it is out on video, rent it. 
4) “Austin Powers: International Man of
Mystery”: This movie has been out for a while,
and I don’t think it has gotten the credit it
deserves. All I can really say about this movie is
“It makes me horny baby ... YEAH!”
5) “Monty Python’s: The Meaning of Life”: I
don’t know how many people out there have
actually heard of this movie, but it is definitely
worth watching. There are plenty of cheap and
disgusting jokes just like “There is Something
About Mary” only with a nice little British twist.
See it or else the Llama will come for you!
There you have it: five of my favorite movies.
There are so many other movies I could talk
about (I didn’t even go into my least favorite
ones), but unfortunately, our time is up for this
week. 
Disclaimer:
Although Matt Fear has above-average looks
and a personality envied by many, he is far from
being Siskel or Ebert. His column is for enter-
tainment purposes only. You may send nudie
pictures, proposals of marriage and/or con-
structive criticism to mfear@hotmail.com.
Remeber to have stupid people spayed or
neutered. Have a nice day.
Don’t let the name fool you!
New & Used Car Rental
W. Rt. 16 Charleston
Charleston 
(217) 345-1072
Mention this ad and receive a 10% discount!
Every Sunday At
SNEAKY
Sports Bar & Grill
$1.75 16oz. Bud Light Drafts w/ Keeper Cup
Refills only $1.50
We Have NFL SUNDAY TICKET 
Come watch all the football games on 13 TV’s
Including 2 BIG Screens!!
Sneaky Pete’s is the finest sports bar in central
IL featuring over 60 different imported brews!
2102 S. Banker • Effingham
342-3788
ArtSpace
714 Monroe
348-1810Mo
n-Fri  4
-6
Sat 11-5
With this ADsave 10%
Beads, Jewelry, and Artwork
We now carry ART SUPPLIES!
Large single
topping
pizza 
& quart of
coke
$8.25
Jerry’s Pizza & Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
Medium 
single top-
ping pizza 
& quart of 
coke
$7.50
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover on deliveries
Discount with student ID
BREAKFAST 7am-10am
M-F
LUNCH 10:30am-2pm M-F
Carry out Available
Call Ahead
Featuring Fresh
Baked Goods
Rituals Gourmet Coffee
SPECIAL EVENTS
BANQUETS CATERING
GIFT ITEMS AVAILABLE
521 7th Street
Jackson St.
Entrance
Charleston, IL
(217) 345-2722
RURAL KING SUPPLY
CORNER LINCOLN & 18TH
SNACKS AND SODA FOR THE
UP COMING GAMES
ALSO COATS, SCARFS, HATS
Muscular Therapy for pain relief
Carolyn Shobe, Sue Ignazito, Sharon Keller, Diane Sharp
Swedish & Esalen Massage, Reflexology
610 6th Street
Charleston, IL  61920 (217) 348-8284
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Mighty Pranksters 10 p.m. Fri. Oct.1 City of New Orleans $3 359-2489
Generation 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 1 JAC Lounge ( Champaign ) $3 359-6977
Andy Lund 3 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2 City of New Orleans n/a 359-2489
Brian Wilke & Donna Nelson 2 p.m. Sat. Oct.2 Creamy’s free 359-6977
Chris Jones 9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2 Embassy ( Champaign ) free 384-9526
Blues Beacons 8 p.m. Sun. Oct. 3 Embassy n / a 384-9526
Billy Gault 4 p.m.Fri. Oct. 1 City of New Orleans ( Champaign) free 359-2489
Bruce Rummenie & Peter Roubel 5 p.m. Fri. Oct. 1 Creamy’s ( Champaign ) free 359-6977
Reverend Roberts Blues Band 10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2 Uptowner $2 345-4622
Turntable Blend by Otter & Majestic 12 9 p.m.Sat. Oct. 2 Gypsy ( Champaign ) n/a 359-4977
Subliminators 9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2 Creamy’s free 359-6977
Generation 9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2 JAC Lounge $3 328-5415
Mr. Whiskey & The Chasers 9 p.m. Sun. Oct. 3 JAC Lounge free 384-5415
Who When Where Price Phone
CO
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T 
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ar
Cartoon Contest 
Combine that aspect with the upbeat, progressive
country music style that Twain has mastered, and the
result  is nothing short of spectacular.
“Come On Over” has made an excellent name for
itself in the shadow of Twain’s last musical accom-
plishment, nine-time platinum album “The Woman in
Me.” Released in 1993, her first hit single, “Whose
Bed Have Your Boots Been Under,” was the track
that set her musical career on track. 
Twain’s next release, “Any Man of Mine,” became
the first of four consecutive tracks to become No. 1
hits.  “The Woman in Me” made its mark after selling
an amazing 10 million copies and remaining on the
charts for over 187 weeks. At the time of Twain’s
newest release in 1997, her second album was still on
its recording-breaking streak on the Billboard
Country Albums chart. 
While Twain has made quite a name for herself in
the country music business and is well on her way to
super-stardom in the adult contemporary world, her
career hasn’t always been on the right track. 
Born and raised in Timmons, Ontario, Twain’s
given name was Eileen Regina Edwards. Growing up
in a very poor family with her five siblings, her par-
ents could barely make ends meet. However, that
didn’t stop them from cultivating and nurturing their
daughter’s talent. They took their youngster to local
bars in order to gain exposure. Twain’s parents took
her talent seriously and strove to see her succeed.
Unfortunately, Twain’s parents never saw their
daughter’s rise to stardom. When Twain was 21, both
her mother and father were killed in a car accident.
She became responsible for maintaining her home
and taking care of her four siblings.  Despite the sur-
mounting odds, Twain never gave up her goal of
becoming a country singer.  
In 1990, Twain adopted the Ojibway Indian name,
“Shania,” which means “I’m on my way.” It took a few
unsuccessful tries at the music business for Shania to
make a name for herself. Judging by the popularity of
her last two albums and the growing success of her
first tour, Twain has been able to do just that.  
Tickets for Twain’s show at the Assembly Hall are
currently on sale at all Ticket-Master outlets and will
remain on sale until the opening act is over, O’Brien
said.
To charge tickets by phone, contact the Assembly
Hall at (217) 333-5000.
Send your vote for your
favorite ‘toon to cujmh19.
The winner wil l  have a
regular spot in the Verge.
(It’s all about democracy.)
Your choices:
#1:The Ned Weedner Files
#2: Quad Bugs
#3: The Zoo
#4: Zerodeo 
Shania from page one
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The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha would
like to congratulate the following men for
their outstanding academic achievement
for Spring 1998.
4.0
Kris Goetz
Josh Jennings
Scott Sanborn
3.59-3.99
Brad Carter
Eric Scofield
Adam Wild
Ed Becker
Lance Becker
Eric Chisausky
Troy Frerichs
3.25-3.49
Craig DeSimone
Casey Miller
Sean Thiel
Mike Blaylock
Jeremy Hindahl
Dan Jones
John Brumleve
Ryan Taylor
Ryan Bowman
Kevin Yates
Ryan Anderson
Brian Bealor
Erik Hockenberry
Al Richel
Aaron Salzenstein
Tony Sieks
Scott Tucker
John Wente
Bob Hadzima
3.0-3.24
Now delivering 11 am
to close everyday 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping
$699
get it  delivered
same low price
get it  delivered
same low price
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Original Large 14”Pizza
with one topping
Carry Out Special
Monday & Tuesday only
Lunch or Late
Midnight Munch
1 Large Pizza w/ 1 topping
plus Crazy Bread & (1)2-liter Bottle of Coke
$499 $1099
We accept Master Card & Visa
Store Hours
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2
Sun 11-11
Now Delivering 
all day
Angela Giorgi
Happy Birthday!
love, your rommies at
the Penthouse!
Friday Lunch Special
Patty Melt on Sourdough w/French
Fries...............................................$4.50
Catfish Sandwich w/ColeSlaw........$4.25
Friday Dinner Special
8oz. New York Strip, Two Sides & Side
Salad..............................................$7.25
Chicken Fettuccini Alfredo,
Vegetable & Side Salad.................$6.75
Saturday Dinner Special
1/2 Rack of Ribs
& 2 Chicken Strips
w/ Fries & Side Salad.....................$7.75
Friday & Saturday Specials
Domestic Bottles  $1.75
12 oz. Domestic Drafts $1.25
16 oz. Domestic Drafts $1.50
Baltimore Zoos $4.25
Rails $2.25
Bacardi Spice Mixers $2.25
Dance Party Fri. & Sat.
10 pm-Close
Sundays - OPEN 11 am - 11 pm
Sunday Special
$2.50 Domestic Pitchers
$2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers
Great Food & Drink Specials!
Everyone Welcome,
21 to Drink
Food Purchase Required
345-7849
ATM Inside
We now have Golden Tee ‘98
tournament edition. Compete
nationally, win prizes
$
Mother's. . .. . .
Score at
Friday:
Saturday:
Ladies Nite Specials
Bottles, Cocktails, and
PERSONAL PITCHERS!
S w i ing n t
e
Instructions 9:30 -11 pm
Jump, Jive, and Wale
and
 
the
n...
*available for parties and functions!
$1 U Call it!
Grab your polka-dot skirts and
wing tips – three of Eastern’s jazz
bands are taking the stage to give
students a taste of jazz, served
hot and saucy.
A variety of jazz will be per-
formed by the Jazz Ensemble, a
17-member big band orchestra. It
will feature five traditional and
contemporary big band tunes,
but students may be surprised at
what they hear.
“We try to play a variety of
styles, such as ballads, and
rock/pop influences. In the past,
we’ve had pieces with funk and
R&B influences,” said Sam Fagaly,
director of the Jazz Ensemble and
Eastern’s jazz studies program.
“Students that come generally
enjoy it. ... I think they are sur-
prised.”
One piece featured is
“Corcavado,” a Latin Brazilian
jazz piece featuring saxophone
soloist Pat Wright.
“We try to mix it up with all
the different types of big band
styles you can do,” Fagaly said.
Among other arrangements of
Count Basie and Duke Ellington
tunes, the ensemble will perform
the Dave Brubeck’s swing tune
“In Your Own Sweet Way,”
which features pianist Michael
Stryker. 
But what makes this song dif-
ferent is that it was arranged for
the Jazz Ensemble by student
Brian Shaw, a jazz studies and
music performance major and
trumpet player.
“I haven’t heard it for a big
ensemble. That’s one of the rea-
sons I arranged it,” Shaw said. “It
adapts real well to a big band
because of the melody.”
Shaw worked for a month on
his newly arranged piece before
performing it at a camp in
Canada, but this will be its
American premiere, he said. It’s a
premiere he has been working
hard for.
“I drove my family crazy,
plunking out notes on the piano,”
Shaw admitted.
This is Shaw’s sixth piece, but
Fagaly said it is his best.
“He’s done a wonderful job,”
Fagaly said. “They get better and
better with each one he does.”
The Jazz Ensemble has
received numerous awards and
has performed with well-known
jazz musicians such as Jiggs
Whigham, Clark Terry, and Jon
Faddis.
The second performance will
be given by the 18-piece Jazz Lab
Band, led by Michael Stryker. 
The group will include “Things
Ain’t What They Used to Be,” by
Duke Ell ington and “Stolen
Moments” by Oliver Nelson in
their line-up of straight jazz.
The third featured band is Jazz
Combo One, which will perform,
among other selections, old jazz
favorites “For Jan” by Kenny
Wheeler and jazz standard
“Along Came Betty.”
“This small group gets the
opportunity to develop their
improvisational skills,” Fagaly
said. 
“I think they are real serious
about it . I enjoy hearing the
musical growth of the students.
They work real hard. ... I’m real
pleased with how serious they
take it.”
The jazz concert is at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in the Dvorak
Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Round two of the
University Board’s comedy
lineup features Robert Kelly,
an up-and-coming star.
Kelly was born and raised
in Boston and began his
comedic career in a sketch
comedy group. As he gained
experience as a comedian, he
decided to go solo.
He began doing acts at bars
and colleges throughout the
United States. The act he
developed consists of non-
stop energy and a dynamic
stage presence.  
His current routine
revolves around the themes of
growing up, college and rela-
tionships. Kelly said his show
consists of “things I hate,
things I love, and things I hate
again.” 
He is able to turn subjects
that college students deal with
everyday into lighthearted
comedic material.
“I think college shows are
amazing and allow me a lot of
leeway in my comedy,” Kelly
said.
His goal is to “be a big
famous person and come back
to EIU.”  
The University Board chose
Kelly for many reasons.
“His material was original,”
said UB member Clay
Patterson. Patterson also
noted that the University
Board “looks for a type of
comedian that can appeal to a
wide range of students.”
Although Kelly is a comedi-
an, he leads a double life, as
he is an actor as well.
He has worked on three
independent films: “The Koala
Bear Kid,” “Dating Games”
and “Last Night at Eddie’s.” 
Kelly has also appeared on
“The Jim Breuer Show,”
“Comedy Central,” and
Caroline’s Comedy.” He
describes his show in using
only four words – “sex with
an animal.” Kelly is currently
single.
He resides in New York
City, but you can catch him at
9 p.m. tonight at the
Rathskeller, located in the
basement of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Admission is $1 for EIU
students and $3 for everyone
else.
‘Sex with
an animal’
Comedian Robert Kelly 
brings act to Rathskeller
by ana leal
staff writer
Big-band style
From Count Basie to Latin Brazilian jazz, Eastern
Jazz Ensemble looks to surprise its audience
by jessica sedgwick
staff writer
Reader of cards
Walkins - Sat  10am-2pm
by Appt. - Wed  3pm-6pm
Birth Astrology Charts
348-8284
Wellness & Wisdom      610 6th St.
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Indigo’s first show ‘riotously’ funny 
“The Tyrone Mohammed
Show” was a riotous, in-your-
face show that presented various
entertainment such as sketch
comedy, dancing, singing and
great music.
The audience-participated
show was put on by Indigo, an
African-American society theater
troupe, and was directed by
Damen Emmanuel Edwards. 
The background information
on how the “Tyrone Mohammed
Show” got started has a
“Bullworth” (the 1998 Warren
Beatty film) flavor to it. 
Tyrone Mohammed, played by
the well-dressed Christopher
Lewis, was a genius who graduat-
ed from Harvard with a degree
in political science at the age of
18.
Mohammed became a new
face in politics, but an entire
pound of hallucinogenic mush-
rooms made him insane about
the American system, l ike
Warren Beatty in “Bullworth”.
The show skims the surfaces
of some important political top-
ics, but the situations are so
funny you really take the message
for granted. 
The funniest situation
belonged to Lil ’ Stank, later
known as Timmothy Kentt, who
was African-American, but had
surgery to become Caucasian. 
Kentt was played by Mac
Warren, and he entered the
stage of the show to the song
“Black or White,” by Michael
Jackson. The song added to the
humor because Kentt’s surgery
ran short and left him with a
black penis.
The laughs really come when
his girlfriend, played by Felicia
Baloue, comes to see her long-
lost love. 
The story of how the two met
raised some laughs, too – she
was  running away after beating
him up when she was hit with
asthma. Lil’ Stank, a true gentle-
man, took her to a water foun-
tain to help her catch her breath
and it was love at first sight.
Since he was then Caucasian,
the girlfriend had troubles dealing
with it and the two were arguing.
From the arguing came the funni-
est line of the show, when Kentt
said to his girlfriend, “You always
said you’d beat the black off me.”
The second-funniest bit was
given by Adam Thurman, who
played Jermaine Parks, and
Tiffany Smith, who played his
satanic girlfriend Vanessa
LaFlemme.
Smith was the best actor in
the show, with excellent timing
and audience waving and winking.
She managed to make her char-
acter, Vanessa, realistic although
she conducts séances in the living
room, which scares her
boyfriend, as well as cleans the
house and gardens in the nude –
even when the Sunday church
group comes and when
Jermaine’s mother is there.
The two constantly go at it
and Vanessa is harilarious with
her smacking Jermaine, kissing
him on the cheek and hugging
him over and over.
The show also has about four
other guests on the show who
did a great job of making the
Rathskeller audience laugh, espe-
cially the mammoth ghetto booty
of Peechas Brown. 
The grooving Ray Ray, played
by Damen Emanuel
Edwards, was also a
true delight as he hid
on his knees in shoes
to be not much taller
than Gary Coleman
and got down to
some fresh music.
The music in the
show was great and
f e a t u r e d B u s t a
Rhymes, Lauryn Hill,
Camplo, Master P
and Lil ’ Kim. The
show also had an
Indigo dancer per-
form, as well as some
Indigo singers singing
a little off-key rendi-
tion of “it’s always
Indigo,” as opposed
to “it’s always Coca-
Cola.”
The show wasn’t
all laughs, however,
as the HIV-positive
Cleopatra, played by
Vicki Hemmingway,
turned bitter “dog
vigilante” to seek
revenge on all the
dogs in the world by
having sex with them.
The show also
used silent motion
acting to display the
magnitude of prob-
lems in black com-
munities, which was
really heart-wrench-
ing. The interlude
highlighted the seri-
ousness of the show by showing
suicide, unwanted pregnancy, the
advantage of Caucasians in the
job world and others.
The show ended with a sketch
of Alize Tangaray Jones, played by
Tamiko FeFee, a prisoner who
resembles a braided Shirley
Hemphill. Jones ends the show
by opening fire and killing Tyrone
Mohammed.
Providing a thoughtful look at
the world through laughter and
darker moments isn’t easy, but
“The Tyrone Mohammed Show”
was highly enjoyable.
“The Tyrone Mohammed Show”
Performed by Indigo
H H H
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Vicki Hemmingway plays Cleopatra Bernard in “The Tyrone Mohammed Show” Wednesday
evening in the Rathskeller, located in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Bernard received A.I.D.S. from her cheating husband and takes revenge by sleeping
with men who think cheating in a relationship is acceptable.
by dan ochwat
Staff writer
STAFF needed in small resi-
dential sites serving 4-6 resi-
dents with developmental dis-
abil i t ies.  Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts avail-
able.  Flexible scheduling also
available.  No experience nec-
essary.  Paid training is provid-
ed.  Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.  E.O.E.
____________________12/14
ABSOLUTE SPRING
BREAK..."TAKE 2"  2 FREE
TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
and...Earn $$$$.  Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Padre!  Lowest Prices!  Free
Meals, Parties, & Drinks.
**Limited Offer**.  1-800-426-
7 7 1 0 .
www.sunsplashtours.com
____________________10/23
Help wanted.  Weekend mid-
night to eight (Friday and/or
Saturday).  Also a Unit
Director's position with week-
day evening and weekend
hours.  Both positions involve
direct care work in a group
home setting for individuals
who have developmental dis-
abilities.  call 345-2922 or apply
in person at 910 17st street in
Charleston.  Ask for Scott.
_____________________10/2
Charleston Country Club.
Looking for a bus person for
Wednesday afternoons (10:30-
2)  and a part-time dishwasher.
Call 345-6605.  Ask for Chris.  
_____________________10/2
Help Wanted.  Driver needed at
Hong Kong House.  Apply in
person.  1505 18th St.
__10/2Brian's Place Night Club
needs part-t ime D.J.
Experience preferred.  Apply in
person 21st & Broadway,
Mattoon.  234-4151.
_____________________10/2
Weekend waitress @ The
Place.  8 miles East of town on
Rt. 16.  Call for interview 349-
8613.
_____________________10/2
D.J. @ The Place.  8 miles
East of town on Rt. 16.  Mostly
top 40 dance.  Call for interview
349-8613.
_____________________10/2
Hope House in Arcola has a
weekend mid-8 shift avail.  We
also have a M-F 6-2 cooks
position open.  You must know
how to cook.  FSS cert. a plus.
PT evening hours available M-
Sun.  We have 16 residents
who would be glad to meet you!
Apply at 106 E. 2nd South St.,
M-F 9-11a.m. or 5-7 p.m.
_____________________10/5
The Arcola CILA is home for
five individuals with develop-
mental disabilities.  If you're
interested in working in a beau-
tiful home in a quiet neighbor-
hood of Arcola and would like
the challenge of helping our
residents gain as much inde-
pendence as they can, we have
just the job for you!  We have
an 3:30-9:30p.m. shift available
Th-Sun and Tues.  We also
have an 8-4p.m. shift available
Sat,Sun.  Apply at 106 E. 2nd
South St., 9-11a.m. or 5-7p.m.
M-F.
_____________________10/5
Guitarist seeks Bass, Keys,
Drums, and vocals to form orig-
inal rock band.  Influences
include:  Pink Floyd, Zeppelin,
Phish and Dave Matthews.
Contact Aaron:  276-7635
(local).
_____________________10/5
Charleston Country Club.
Looking for a bus person for
Wednesday afternoons (10:30-
2)  and a part-time dishwasher.
Call 345-6605.  Ask for Chris.  
_____________________10/2
Brian's Place Night Club needs
part-time D.J.  Experience pre-
ferred.  Apply in person at 21st
& Broadway, Mattoon.  234-
4151.
_____________________10/2
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars.  No experience
required.  Free information
packet.  Call 202-452-5942.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments.  2
Bedroom.  Needed Female
Roommate.  345-2231.
____________________12/14
SPRING SEMESTER.  NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS.  AVAILABLE JAN-
UARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST.  348-7746.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments.  2
Bedroom furnished.  No pets.
Call 345-2231.
____________________12/14
COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2
block from campus.  820
Lincoln St.  348-7746.
____________________12/14
SPRING 1999:  NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.  FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW.  345-
1284.
____________________12/14
SPRING 1999:  NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW.  345-
1284.
_____________________10/2
Sublessor needed.  ASAP!
Own room, bath, living area.
$175/month.  348-1229 ask for
Amy K.
_____________________10/6
Lost:  Winnie The Pooh daily
planner.  Please call.  348-
3338.
_____________________10/2
Lost:  Blue wallet last seen at
Marty's, if found, please call
Elizabeth or Amy at 581-3737
for reward.
_____________________10/2
Spring Break '99-Sell trips,
Earn cash, and go free!!!
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus reps.  Lowest
rates to Jamaica, Mexica, and
Florida.  800-648-4847 or
www.ststravel.com
_____________________10/8
#1 now hiring motivated individ-
uals to promote America's best
Spring Break vacations.  Sell
trips, earn cash, go free!  1-
800-234-7007.  www.endless-
summertours. com.
_____________________10/5
SPRINGBREAK Cancun,
Florida, Etc.  Best Hotels,
Parties, Prices.  Book Early and
Save!!  Earn Money + Free
Trips!  Campus
Reps/Organizations Wanted
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-
327-6013.  www.icpt.com.
____________________10/12
MAKE EASY MONEY!  GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
and Florida packages and is
currently accepting applications
for campus sales representa-
tives.  Call 1-888-SPRING-
BREAK.
_____________________10/2
MTX speakers $100.  Home
Theater $150.  turntable.stylus
$40.  348-1769/
____________________12/14
Winter Brides.  sz.  6-8 design-
er wedding gown.  White satin
with real fox fur.  Very elegant.
Paid $2,300 asking $1,000.
Veil $50.  Lisa 345-1565 _____
_____________________10/7
CARS $100-$500.  POLICE
IMPOUNDS.  Hondas, Chevys,
Jeeps, & Sport Utilities.  MUST
SELL!  1-800-522-2730x.
_____________________10/9 
NEW & CLEAN $55 GOLD
CHAIN WILL SELL FOR $40.
CALL 581-3683.  ASK FOR
RICHARD.
_____________________10/6
1989 Plymouth Colt.  Blue.  4
Speed.  Good Condition.  Must
Sell.  $1250 o.b.o.  Call 345-
8293.
_____________________10/9
Packard Bell DXZ Computer for
sale $350.  Call Tim 348-5580
original software included.  
_____________________10/9
GARAGE SALE  SAT 8-12
noon.  3 Houses West 4
Seasons Nursery.  Push-up,
Pull-up Exerciser, Dinette set,
Furniture Clothing.
_____________________10/2
Come to the Tau Kappa Epsilon
House for Informal Rush
Friday, Oct. 4 at 4p.m.  Come
party Jimmy Buffet style drinks
and food provided.
_____________________10/2
MATT HOEFLE-THE LAST 6
MONTHS HAVE BEEN A
BLAST!  I LOVE YOUR
SWEETIE PIE.  LIZ.
_____________________10/2
Cooters, It is about time you
turn 21.  Happy Birthday.
Sigma Love Jenny.
_____________________10/2
To The Men of TAU KAPPA
EPSILON--Good Luck with
Informal Rush!  Party Like Rock
Stars!  Love, the Goddess.
_____________________10/2
CHAD-GOD LUCK AT YOUR
GAME!  I WISH I COULD BE
THERE!  I MISS YOU.  LOVE
MICHELLE.
_____________________10/2
Eryn-You're crazy and I love
you for it!  You're and awesome
BIG SIS and thanks for every-
thing!  Sig Kap Love, Amanda.
_____________________10/2
Sandra Rowe of Sig Kap Get
ready for tonight!  Your the best
little sis!  Love in the Dove, Jen.
_____________________10/2
To may ASA sisters, thank your
for all your support.  You've all
been a dream come true.
Alpha love and mine Cheri.
_____________________10/2
To the men of Sigma Nu.
Congratulations on an excellent
rush.  You've got some fine
lookin' pledges.  Love, Cheri
and Karyn.
_____________________10/2
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT.  Serving
breakfast Saturday and Sunday
until 2p.m.  What's Cookin'  7th
& Madison.  345-7427.
_____________________10/2
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  
o
Yes 
o
No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
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For Rent
BRAD WRIGHT MEMORIAL FOUNDATION.  Meeting
today at 5 p.m. in Weller Hall .  Anyone who knew Brad is
welcome to come discuss and help out establishing a
scholarship and memorial in his name.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on October 6,
1998, at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m.  It will take place in Coleman
Hall.  Choir practice will be at 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CAMPUS CHAPTER. There
will be a spaghetti dinner on Sunday, October 4, from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m.  Call 345-3066 to have your dinner delivered
right to your Residence Hall!
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES.  Gospel
Choir Practice tonight at 6 p.m. in the Fine Arts Building,
Room 013.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Basic Christian Beliefs on
Monday, October 5, at 7 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation,
across 4th from Lawson.  We will be studying basic
Christian beliefs, using Paul Little's book KNOW WHAT
YOU  Believe.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Sunday "Cent" Supper on
October 4, at 5:30 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation, across
4th from Lawson.  Put in a penny or whatever you want
and have a basically Free meal every Sunday evening.  At
the end of the semester, the money is sent to help feed the
hungry.  Come on over and make some new friends too!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse tonight from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the Basement of WF, 2202 4th Street.  The
Lighthouse is open for dancing, talking, meeting friends,
etc.  There is no cover charge and no age restriction if
you're a student at EIU or Lake Land.  Have fun TONIGHT!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Passages and Pancakes tonight
from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation, across
4th from Lawson.  A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss
selected Bible passages and one's journey in the Christian
faith.
MATH ENERGY. General Meeting on Monday, October 5,
at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.  Past math energy officers
will talk about first year survival tips.  New members arrive
15 minutes early.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM, INC.
Meeting on October 4, at 7 p.m. in Coleman Hall, Room
109A.  Subjects to be covered:  SCA introductory session,
persona development, heraldry and workshop planning.
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE:  Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event.  No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed.  All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT.   Example:  an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday.  (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published.  No clips will be taken by phone.  Any clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.
Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Taz-you're such a sweetie. I'm
so happy I met you.  Love,
Karyn.
_____________________10/2
Jugs-Happy 19th Birthday!  Lots
of luv and hugs.  Your pals, E,
Emdog, and Doodles.
_____________________10/2
Dave "Kaiser" Souza-Congrats
for Commander Salute.  Your
Sig Nu Bros.
_____________________10/2
Alpha Sigma Alpha and Sigma
Nu 1998 Homecoming
Champs.
_____________________10/2
Sig Nu-Congrats on winning
Rock Chapter, it was inevitable.
_____________________10/2
ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS AT
TOKENS.  WE NOW HAVE EIU
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING
VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER,
SOFTBALL, AND ALL OTHER
SPORTS.
_____________________10/6
Need Cash.  We buy used
CD's, cassettes, and video
games.  Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
____________________12/14
Free music swap meet
Saturday, October 3rd.  Largest
used sale of the year.  Bring
your gear to swap or sell.  Free
booth space.  Fantastic one day
sale prices.  Anything music
related is welcome.  Call 258-
8919 for info.  Sound Source
Music.  
_____________________10/2
The Place.  Monday is .75
drafts.  Wednesday night is
ladies night, .50, $1 rail drinks.
Thursday night free pool.
Friday/Saturday  D.J. 9-close.
For ride information 348-RIDE.
_____________________10/2
All new equipment.  University
Village Laundry Mat. 24 hour
video security.  $1.25 wash, &
.25 to dry.
_____________________10/2
YOGA/STRETCH, STEP AER-
OBICS, BALLET, JAZZ, TAP,
MODERN.  All ages , All levels.
Jacqueline Bennett DANCE
CENTER.  708 1/2 Monroe.
345-7182.
_____________________10/9
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS.  MICH/LT
6NR $3.99, KEY LITE 16OZ
CASE $9.99, ICEHOUSE, RED
DOG 18pk. $6.99, HONEY
BROWN 12NR $7.99, BACAR-
DI LT.  750 mL $7.99, C.C. 750
mL $9.99, CORBETT CANYON
W/ZIN $3.99.  KEGS, KEGS,
KEGS!!!  EASTSIDE PACKAGE
18TH & JACKSON.  345-5722
____________________10/2.
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT.  Serving
breakfast.  Saturday and
Sunday until 2p.m.  What's
Cookin' 7th & Madison.  345-
7427.
_____________________10/2
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!
TOKENS ANNOUNCES A 10%
REDUCTION ON ALL IN -
STOCK MERCHANDISE FOR
THE DURATION OF FALL
SEMESTER.  FOR THE BEST
SELECTION & BEST SERVICE
ALWAYS SHOP AT TOKENS.
_____________________10/2
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS.  MICH/LT
6NR $3.99, KEY LITE 16OZ
CASE $9.99, ICEHOUSE,RED
DOG 18PK $6.99, HONEY
BROWN 12NR $7.99, BACAR-
DI LT. 750 ML $7.99, C.C 750
ML $9.99, CORBETT CANYON
W/ZIN $3.99.  KEGS, KEGS,
KEGS!!!  EASTSIDE PACKAGE
18TH & JACKSON.  345-5722.
_____________________10/2
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
___________________OO/HA
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS.
Pre-business majors may now apply in Lumpkin Hall 112 for admis-
sion to the School of Business for Spring Semester 1999, providing
they meet the following criteria:   1)2.00 GPA at EIU with a cumula-
tive GPA of at least 2.50, including all transfer work, 2)60 semester
hours completed by the end of Fall Semester 1998, and   3)Enrolled
in, or have completed, ACC 2150, AIS/COM 2100, COM 2810 with
a grade of  "C" or better.
Frank L. Clark-Chair, School of Business
EARLY CHILDHOOD, ELEMENTARY, & MLE ADVISEMENT.
Those accepted into the Department should sign up for appoint-
ments with their advisors on sheets outside Buzzard Hall 2220.  No
telephone calls please.  Mr. Campbell and Mr. Coffey will begin
advisement September 28; all others will begin October 5, after reg-
istration bulletins are in the Daily Eastern News.  Portfolios must be
brought with you when you see your advisor.  Portfolios are avail-
able in Buzzard Hall 2220.
Juniors and seniors should sign up early since they can register
first.  Only "Selected Students" may waitlist upper division EC, ELE,
and MLE classes.  Please do an inquiry with touchtone (581-6640)
late in the fall semester to verify your spring schedule.
Carol Helwig-Chair
CDS ADVISEMENT & INFORMATION.
The Department of Communication Disorders and Sciences will
hold a Career Information and Group Advisement Session on
THURSDAY, October 8, 1998, in Room 201/202 of the Clinical
Services Building.  Freshmen and sophomore CDS majors and pre-
majors and students interested in a CDS major should attend the
5:30 p.m. group meeting.  Junior and senior majors should attend
the 6:30 p.m. group meeting.  Individual advisement sessions will
follow each group meeting.  Students interested in CDS may call
581-2712 for more information.
Mary Anne Hanner-CDS Acting Chair
Rap artist relates ‘powerful’ message
Nate Dogg’s newest CD,“Funk
Classics,” is definitely a plus for
all those hip-hop and hardcore
rap fans because of its powerful
messages and long list of guest
musicians, which includes Snoop
Doggy Dog, Daz Dillinger,
Warren G. and Kurupt.
Volume I, “Ghetto Preacher,”
includes 16 tracks of rap music,
which gets off to a good, hard
approach with the track
“Hardest Man in Town.”
This song is about the tough-
est man in town – a man with
money who is always ready to
fight and never backs down from
anyone. The music has a laid-
back effect to it that will make
you reach for the repeat button.
Another excellent track on
Volume I is track six, “Crazy,
Dangerous.” This funk-beat rap
song is for all those old-school
music listeners. In this number,
Dogg expresses his life through
the hard times on the street.
He tries to express to people
how they need to take care of
themselves and watch their
backs, or they’ll end up dead. It’s
a good track for youngsters to
listen to, letting them know the
streets can be crazy and danger-
ous.
“These Days,” the seventh
track, features Daz Dillinger and
has great melody, rhythm and
music. In this track, Dogg tells his
listeners they must carry a gun
at all times to survive; you have
to watch your back at all times,
be ready to fight and be pre-
pared to kill, if necessary. This
song will definitely make you
observe our society and see why
crime rates are increasing so
drastically.
Volume II,“The Prodigal Child,”
is a little different from the first
volume. While Volume I focused
more on guns and killing, the
second disc extends its lyrics to
love and hurt.
But what Dogg was doing on
that first track was preaching
about the crime on our streets.
On this volume, he tries to
express some hurt and feeling
for others.
Dogg utilizes track three for
another social commentary on
black brothers rapidly dying or
going to jail. This song, “I Don’t
Wanna Hurt No More,” is a
good song for all men to listen
to. Dogg is saying that black
brothers are dying rapidly or
going to jail.
He’s hurt because blacks are
losing their freedom due to
gangs. He wants to escape to a
place far away, but
hurt and pain keeps
coming back.
“She’s Strange,” is
the fifth track and fea-
tures a duet with
Barbara Wilson. Dogg
wants to spend quali-
ty time with a girl
who is not interested
in him because she
feels he only wants
her for sex.
She actually avoids
him, which he thinks is
strange – hence the
title. This song is true
in a way because
males feel they are
too macho to be
turned down – so
when they are, they
feel as if the person is
weird or strange.
Track nine,
“Friends,” features rap
stars Warren G and
Snoop Doggy Dog
and talks about
friends depending on
each other. Dogg illus-
trates that you should
know your true
friends because not
every “friend” will be by your
side.
This two-disk CD set is excel-
lent. I recommend young
teenagers up to adults to listen
and learn because anyone will
really enjoy the music and the
message.
“Funk Classics”
Nate Dogg
Breakaway Entertainment
H H H
by greg pipkin
staff writer
Guest musicians help shape funk-beat and social commentary on new CD
The word “disease” is often
associated with physical or men-
tal ailments that eat away at our
health and well-being.Things like
gambling aren’t often thought of
as diseases. Yet in John Dahl’s
“Rounders,” Mike McDermott
(Matt Damon) is diseased with
gambling. It consumes him com-
pletely.
The film’s opening sequence
follows McDermott as he enters
the secret club of Teddy KGB
(John Malkovich) to play some
poker. McDermott starts out
with three stacks of high society,
as he calls it, or $30,000 to the
rest of us. He’s ready to make the
big score, to win more money
than he has ever seen in his life.
Then in one fleeting hand of
cards against Teddy KGB, it’s all
gone.
The bulk of the film explores
what happens to McDermott
when his long-time friend Lester
(Edward Norton) gets out of jail.
The two men used to hustle card
games together to bring in huge
dollar amounts; they are the
“rounders” of the title, people
who gamble for their living.
Lester goes by the nickname of
Worm through the entire film.
He’s the kind of guy who can’t say
a sentence without inserting a
vulgar word, the kind of guy who
refers to hookers as relaxation
therapists. Worm’s behavior fits
his name because he’s a skilled
card cheat who always tries to
pin his debts on other people –
especially McDermott.
Since losing all that cash to
Teddy KGB, McDermott had
been plugging away in law school
with his girlfriend, Jo (newcomer
Gretchen Mol). His life is stable,
but it’s not what he wants; he’s a
rounder at heart. Inevitably,
Worm’s return leads McDermott
back into the world of gambling.
The key to the success of
“Rounders” lies in a mostly won-
derful screenplay by first-timers
David Levien and Brian
Koppelman. The lingo and
demeanor of a high-stakes gam-
bler come across clearly and with
a great amount of style. The best
scenes are those where
McDermott’s voice over
describes the ins and outs of a
card game, and those where
McDermott and Worm work
their magic.
The acting in the film is first-
rate. Matt Damon, baby-faced
and juvenile in “Good Will
Hunting,” shows complete con-
trol in this role. For the first
time, the audience can see him as
a man, not a fresh-faced kid. He
brings the right note to every line
he reads.
Even better than Damon is
Norton, the actor who got the
shaft from the Motion Picture
Academy in 1996 by not winning
Best Supporting Actor for his
work in “Primal Fear.” Norton’s
innocent altar boy of that film dis-
appears, and here he does well in
creating a total scumbag. You can
see why McDermott would like
him – he’s funny and he loves to
gamble – but you can’t under-
stand why McDermott would stay
so loyal to someone who has
done him wrong time and again.
“Rounders” also boasts Martin
Landau (“Ed Wood”) and John
Turturro (“Quiz Show”) in sup-
porting roles, and each does a
typically great job. The acting is
wonderful all around in this piece,
even if Malkovich sports the
phoniest Russian accent this side
of Robin Williams in “Moscow on
the Hudson.”
Unfortunately, the plot is
rather predictable. The minute
we see Worm, we know he’s
going to get McDermott in trou-
ble. We know nothing good can
come of a poker game where
Worm and Mike play against a
room full of state troopers. We
know that the film will end with a
poker showdown with Teddy
KGB. There’s also a completely
uninteresting love story featuring
clichéd dialogue from Mol’s char-
acter. She won’t put up with
McDermott’s gambling anymore,
but she doesn’t have to keep
reminding the audience about it.
The plot stretches credibility
toward the end, but the fi lm
holds up outstandingly well
because of the strong writing of
Damon and Norton’s characters,
the power of all the scenes that
take place around a poker table,
and tight direction from Dahl,
who previously helmed “Red
Rock West.”
“Rounders” portrays gambling
as no other fi lm ever has. It
shows the thrill of anticipating
the other player, the sense of
accomplishment that comes with
winning a big hand, the true
agony of defeat, and the despera-
tion of those addicted to it. It
made me want to go to Vegas
and drop a ton of cash.
“Rounders”
Miramax Films
H  H  H  H
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION BOOKSTORE
THE BOOKSTORE CAN HELP 
FIRST CLOTHING SALE OF THE YEAR
OCT 5-10 AT THE
UNIVERSITY UNION BOOKSTORE
HOMECOMING IS NEAR
JOIN IN THE CROWD
SUPPORT YOUR TEAM
WEAR YOUR COLORS
WEAR YOUR NAME
BE PANTHER PROUD
20% OFF
ALL COATS
25%, 30%, 40%
O F F
OTHER VARIOUS
CLOTHING
Fall Semester Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to
8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Mike McDermott
(Matt Damon, left)
and Worm (Edward
Norton) get into
trouble 
in the world of
high-stakes 
gambling in
“Rounders.”
Photo courtesy 
of web site:
www.miramax.com
The essence 
of gambling
Damon, Norton capture it in ‘Rounders’
by sean stangland
staff writer
